
Priniples of Digital Communiations EPFL Summer Semester 2004Prof. R�udiger Urbanke July 8th, 2004FINALYou have 3 hours. It is not neessarily expeted that you �nish all problems. Do notloose too muh time on eah problem but try to ollet as many points as possible.Closed-book, no alulators, ell-phones, rypt sheets or stolen glanes toyour neighbors are allowed. Write only what is relevant to the question!Good Luk!!Name: Prob I / 30Prob II / 15Prob III / 15Prob IV / 20Prob V / 20Total / 100
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I. Convolution Code and Viterbi Algorithm [30 points℄a. Convolutional EnoderConsider the following onvolutional enoder. The input sequene Djtakes values in f�1;+1g for j = 0; 1; 2; � � � ; k� 1. The output sequene,all it Xj, j = 0; � � � ; 2k� 1, is the result of passing Dj through the �ltershown below, where we assume that the initial ontent of the memory is1. Dj X2jX2j+1Shiftregister
1. In the ase k = 3, how many di�erent hypotheses an the transmittersend using the input sequene (D0; D1; D2), all this number m.1. Draw the �nite state mahine orresponding to this enoder. Labelthe transitions with the orresponding input and output bits. Howmany states does this �nite state mahine have?2. Draw a setion of the trellis representing this enoder.3. What is the rate of this enoder?(number of information bits /number of transmitted bits).b. Viterbi DeoderConsider the hannel de�ned by Yj = X ij +Zj. Let X ij denote the ouputof the onvolutional enoder at time j when we transmit hypothesis i,i = 0; � � � ; m � 1. Further, assume that Zj is a zero-mean Gaussianrandom variable with variane �2 = 4 and let Yj be the output of thehannel. X ij YjZj2



Assume that the reeived vetor is �Y = (Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4; Y5; Y6) = (1; 2;�2;�1; 0; 3).It is the task of the reeiver to deide whih hypothesis i was hosen or,equivalently, whih vetor �X i = (X i1; X i2; X i3; X i4; X i5; X i6) was transmit-ted.1. Without using the Viterbi algorithm, write formally (in terms of �Yand �X i) the optimal deision rule. Can you simplify this rule toexpress it as a funtion of inner produts of vetors? In that ase,how many inner produts do you have to ompute to �nd the optimaldeision?2. Use the Viterbi algorithm to �nd the most probable transmitted ve-tor �X i.. Performane Analysis.1. Draw the detour ow graph orresponding to this deoder and labelthe edges by the input weight using the symbol I, the output weight(of both branhes) using the symbol D.II. Communiation Chain [15 points℄Consider the following ommuniation hain, where we have 2k possible hy-potheses with k 2 N . TX represents the transmitter and RX the reeiver ands(t) and R(t) represent respetively the transmitted and reeived waveforms.
H 2 f1; 2; 3; ::; 2kg TX s(t) Channel R(t) RX Ĥ 2 f1; 2; 3; ::; 2kg

a. Transmitter: \Bit by bit on a pulse train" signaling.1. For the \bit by bit on a pulse train" signaling sheme, what is thedimension of the spae spanned by the transmitted waveforms as afuntion of k 2 N?2. Assume we use two symmetri real numbers f+a;�ag as our antipo-dal values. What is the value of a that gives us signals of energyequal to one as a funtion of k 2 N?
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3. You are given the waveform  (t) depited below (t)1pT0 T tWe want to transmit the hypothesis assoiated to the sequene (a;�a; a;�a;�a).Plot the waveform you will send on the hannel if you use the \bitby bit on a pulse train" signaling sheme.b. Reeiver.Let the reeived signal be R(t) = si(t)+N(t) when the waveform si(t) istransmitted. N(t) denotes a white Gaussian noise proess with double-sided power spetral density N02 .1. Sketh the optimal reeiver.What is the minimum number of �lters you need for the optimalreeiver? Explain.III. Deision Problem [15 points℄Consider the following deision problem. For the hypothesis H = i, i 2f0; 1; 2; 3g, we send the point Si, as shown in the �gure below. The reeiverobserves the vetor Y = Si + Z, with Z a zero-mean Gaussian random vetorwhose ovariane matrix is �Z = � 2 00 1 �.
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1. Plot the optimal deision regions.4



2. Before taking the optimal deision, an you think of a reversible trans-formation you an apply to the reeived vetor Y in order to simplify thedeision problem? In that ase, draw the resulting transmitted pointsand the deision regions assoiated to them.3. What is the error probability in this deision problem?IV. Equivalent Baseband Signal [20 points℄1. You are given a \passband" signal  (t) whose spetrum is entered aroundf0. Write down in a generi form the di�erent steps needed to �nd thebaseband equivalent signal.2. Consider the waveform (t) = sin� tT � os(2�f0t):What is the equivalent baseband signal of this waveform.3. Assume that the signal  (t) is passed through the �lter with impluseresponse h(t) where h(t) is spei�ed by its baseband equivalent impulseresponse hE(t) = 1Tp2sin2 � t2T �. What is the output signal, both inpassband as well as in baseband?Hint: The Fourier transform of os(2�f0t) is 12Æ(f�f0)+ 12Æ(f+f0). TheFourier transform of 1T sin( tT ) is equal to 1[� 12T ; 12T ℄(f) with 1[� 12T ; 12T ℄(f) =1 if f 2 [� 12T ; 12T ℄ and 0 otherwise.V. A Simple Multiple-Aess Sheme [20 points℄Consider the following very simple model of a multiple-aess sheme. Thereare two users. Eah user has two hypotheses. Let H1 = H2 = f0; 1g denotethe respetive set of hypotheses and assume that both users employ a uniformprior. Further, let X1 and X2 be the respetive signals sent by user one andtwo. Assume that the transmissions of both users are independent and thatX1 2 f�1g and X2 2 f�2g where X1 and X2 are positive if their respetivehypothesis is zero and negative otherwise. Assume that the reeiver observesthe signal Y = X1+X2+Z, where Z is a zero mean Gaussian random variablewith variane �2 and is independent of the transmitted signal.(a) Assume that the reeiver observes Y and wants to estimate both transmit-ted signals, i.e., the reeiver forms the estimate Ĥ = (Ĥ1; Ĥ2). Startingfrom �rst priniples, what is the generi form of the optimal deision rule?(b) For the spei� set of signals given, what is the set of possible observationsassuming that �2 = 0? Label these signals by the orresponding (joint)hypotheses. 5



() Assuming now that �2 > 0, draw the optimal deision regions.(d) What is the resulting probability of orret deision? i.e., determine theprobability PfĤ1 = H1; Ĥ2 = H2g.(e) Finally, assume that we are only interested in the transmission of usertwo. What is PfĤ2 = H2g?
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